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MAY Your Volunteer Numbers Grow
Recruiting Outreach Coordinators of Kairos

 

Howdy ROCKs ... Did you know that the celebration of May Day honors the returning fertility to the earth

between Spring and Summer? It's a sign of growth in nature and we can take from that inspiration to grow

our Kairos volunteer teams.

April and May Kairos weekends are quickly fading into blessed history and new volunteers have now

become seasoned.  

What plans and events do you have scheduled for Recruiting and Outreach this summer?  We would

really love to hear from YOU!  Good ideas, bad ideas, crazy ideas, we want to hear them ALL!

Be sure to share your news online, visit kairostexas.org/Recruiting-Outreach and look for the  STOP

SIGN at the bottom of the page to leave us feedback. 

 Now on to what you will find in this month's ROCK newsletter...

Speaker's Bureau

Volunteer Commitment

Survey Results for March

Take the May Survey (scroll to the bottom of this newsletter)

Buy a Kairos T Shirt & Get Noticed!
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Kairos Speakers Bureau

Do you have a dedicated group of volunteers on your Kairos team that are ready to speak to a group

when asked? A speakers bureau might be the answer.

VIEW OUR EXAMPLE of a online speaker request form here. This request form is setup to forward

directly to the AC ROCK who will then complete a Speakers Bureau Checklist.

Once you have a speaking event booked, what are your next steps? We can help you plan for that

too! DOWNLOAD your presentation checklist here and you're ready  to get to work!

A Speakers Bureau might be an idea that would work for your team. How cool would it be if we had

a Speakers Bureau by Region? A point to ponder as Steve would say.

 

Volunteer Commitment 

OKAY... sooooo let's talk.

The Weekend Leader and everyone on the team worked really hard at recruiting new

volunteers to work on a Kairos Weekend. They did a fabulous job and the Weekend was

flawless (well maybe not flawless) but close, right? Full of blessings for sure.

After the weekend you have Instructional and most of the team members come back.  Notice

the word 'most.' Did you ever wonder why only 'most' came back? Have you talked to the

past Leaders to try and sort out this phenomenon?  It seems to happen for a lot of teams so

yours is not the only one with this problem.

How do you stay in touch with your new volunteers after they participate in their first
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How do you stay in touch with your new volunteers after they participate in their first

Weekend? Do you call them, or email them or let them know when Reunions and Retreats

are coming up. Do you send them Prayer & Share dates and make sure they know they can

participate in all these events now that they have been through a weekend? How committed

to Kairos are your new volunteers? Is this a question you ask them. Are we giving them a

reason to come back? Interesting questions right?

We really want to know your winning solutions to these problems!

Visit kairostexas.org/Recruiting-Outreach and look for the  STOP SIGN at the bottom of

the page to share your ideas. We would love to feature some of your experience with the

ROCKs in our June Newsletter.

ROCKs rule!

 

Numbers Are In! March Survey Results
Question: What encounter is responsible for you becoming a Kairos Volunteer?

Answers Included:

An approach from someone I knew 50%

Attendance at a Kairos Closing 10%

Group Presentation at Church Type Setting 20%

Other 20%

Found Kairos through an Online Search for "Prison Ministry"

Coffield Unit Walk #3
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We Want to Hear from You!
Take the May Survey

We’re eager to hear more from our ROCKs. Take this

quick 1-minute survey and tell us more!

Need a Kairos Shirt?
This t-shirt is guaranteed to start Kairos conversations everywhere you go. Get one for

yourself or for your whole team.

To order contact Chris Wilson by email at chrisgotcha@gmail.com.

We're Here to Help You!
You are receiving this email because you are an Outreach/Recruiting Coordinator or

AC Chair or AC State Representative for

TAKE THE SURVEY HERE
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AC Chair or AC State Representative for

Kairos of Texas.
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